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â��.Sunday, April 23, 2010 You
are reading the Blog of a Serial
Entrepreneur that has started 4
successful Internet businesses

from scratch. In my former
companies, we used a stack
that varied for each project.

Sometimes the stack was Perl,
sometimes Python, sometimes

Java, sometimes PHP and
sometimes C++. I wanted to

share my stack with the rest of
the world, so I set a template in

Grails. The stack is: Grails
SQLAlchemy jQuery Grails is the
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engine SQLAlchemy is a ORM
that allows you to do all of your
SQL inside your groovy classes.

jQuery is a JavaScript library
that allows you to write web

apps like you would in the good
old days of HTML. Grails is a

rapid web development
environment that allows you to
use the right language for the
right job. This "stack" is my

favorite stack because it allows
me to build large-scale

applications really fast. I have
successfully built applications

that are 32 million lines of code.
With this stack, I can use all of
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my development skills to create
web applications that are large-
scale and maintainable.Q: How

to make this jQuery code
reusable I have written this

code to select a text from input
field,delete it and replace it with
a image. However I cant make it
reusable. $(function () { $("#txt

Closed").change(function () {
var text = $(this).val();
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